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Hard rock in the vein of Tool Live and Fuel this greater cincinnati quartet has already racked up the kind

of accomplishments that advise a bright ulterior in the biz, with two songs featured on the hail video game

mlb 2005, confirm from local ro 7 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, ROCK: Hard Rock Rsum Songs

Details: In January 2003, 6 Sigma arose from the ashes of the Cincinnati music scene. Writing songs

about family conflict, spiritual confusion, and inner turmoil; the four-piece machine grinds out aggressively

melodic tunes. Their music ranges from soft melodic ballads to power rock and even techno rock. 6

Sigma's sound is a complement of each member's musical influences from bands such as Rush, APC,

and Live (to name a few) and their own unique composing talents. Each member has had great success

and experience in previous bands during the 1990's. Ryan and Mike formed Broken Image in 1990 while

in their early teens which was considered one of the top cover/original bands in Cincinnati before their

demise in 1999. Joe played in multiple original bands during the 90's through '01, such as Glass Moon

and Half Inflated Demon Lords, before finding the great talent of Jeremy (aka Smitty) who formed 8C8 in

1999. In the opening days of the new millennium, Joe and Smitty performed with a former band (8c8) to

sold-out crowds cheering all original music. Although things were going well, the pair decided to pursue

an opportunity that would give them unlimited potential to fulfill their vision of their music. Joe called Mike

and Ryan, some old friends from a former band and asked them to come and check out the band. Ryan

and Mike were so impressed with the songs that Smitty and Joe were writing, not to mention Smitty's

immaculate stage presence, they left their current bands to join the group. The group began writing new

songs and renamed the band. After playing a few shows they began recording their forthcoming album,

resume, with engineer, Ashley Shepherd. 6 Sigma has 2 songs featured Acclaim's All Star Baseball 2005

game for X-box and PS2, which was just released in late March of 2004. With the completion of their
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debut album, 6 Sigma will stand poised to enter the industry with a new found fire and determination.
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